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A guide to media investment strategies

FORECASTS
Media Revenue & Inflation 



The ECI Inflation Reporting Service:   
• Customised Reporting - inflation trends 
continue to be provided to subscribing 
clients. 
• As a complimentary service to all cli-
ents we have also, for many years, made 
available an annual report accompanied 
by a Mid-Year Update (This Report). This 
approach has developed into a much antici-
pated source of trusted data and opinion. In 
this August 2016 report we review the pre-
dictions made in 2015 for 2016 and note 
where modifications might be considered.   

As in previous years ECI predictions are 
tracked from year to year by way of an 
open and transparent comparison. We 
continue to “Put our predictions to the 
test”, by reference to our Real Price da-
tabase trend indicators.  In this Mid-Year 
Update we look at each of the 20 markets 
that ECI continually tracks, comparing 
both key media – TV and Digital - against 
the prediction at the outset of the year, 
with the best estimate we have at this 
point of the cycle. 
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Ease the Pressure
Brexit, Syria and other Global Concerns

on Media Prices  
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To produce these revisions, we incorpo-
rate distinctive, observed economic im-
pacts, such as the upcoming change to 
EU membership of the UK, as well as the 
dark uncertainty that might be brought 
about by the change of US administration. 
Add in increasing worries about the true 
vibrancy of China’s economy and there will 
be no surprises that at client investment 
level, generally, the ECI Mid-Year pre-
dictions have moved towards “Softening 
Pressure” on price increases.      

Key Factors affecting our Revisions:

1. In a nutshell, 3 pivotal  
economic trends:

 · Brexit and EU membership contraction
 · China growth rates slowing
 · US change of administration

2. There are many other on-going  
uncertainties:

 · Instability in the Middle East.
 · South America growth dipping below 

the previous optimistic forecasts
 · Oil economies are settling for a longer-

term decline in price and thus revenues

3. The winning economies, as often  
is the case, will be those that best  
embrace the new technologies, 
such as:

 · Energy (post-hydrocarbons)
 · IT and all associated spin-offs (such as 

the Internet of Things)
 · Service industries becoming increas-

ingly globalised
 

The Mid-Year approach is to focus primarily  
on our own ECI databases to reflect the 
latest client investment trends to produce 
revised predictions where appropriate.
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The updated predictions to 
the right show us where we 
were, placed against where we 
believe the full year may now 
turn out:  

Where does this 
leave the price of 
televison in 2016?

Country 2016 

Predicted in/deflation

Old 2016 

Predicted in/deflation

Brazil 4–6% 11%

South Africa Minus 11%

China Minus 9%

UAE 0% 9%

Thailand 6-8% 8%

India 9–11% 7%

Mexico 13–14% 6%

Spain 5% 5%

Russia 4–6% 5%

Nordic 4% 4%

USA 3–4% 3%

Netherlands 2–3% 3%

UK 2–3% 3%

Australia 0% 3%

Germany 5% 3%

France 1–2% 2%

Switzerland 5–7% 2%

Canada 3% 1%

Japan 3% 1%

Italy Minus 1%

Summary For TV
 · Brazil, despite the benefits previously 

provided by the FIFA 2014 World Cup 
and now the 2016 Olympics, is not a 
happy economy. Many doubts exist with 
regard to its stability and much of the 
expected benefits have not materialised.

 · Amongst the other BIG players China is 
a slowing economy. No more to be said.

 · India is beginning to set the pace and looks 
like being the large economy to follow. 

 · Alongside India we have Mexico. These 
are the markets where we expect the 
greatest price pressure.

 · Rounding up Europe as a whole may 
seem a rather broad approach. However, 
the UK Brexit scenario, which has been 
bitterly opposed by most professional 
economists and senior business leaders, 
is creating a dampening effect on EU 
economic prospects as a whole. Thus we 
have softened our inflationary outlook in 
many European markets by a point or so.

 · North America, the world’s biggest 
economy. Certainly, presently perform-
ing well and thus we have sharpened 
our thoughts marginally for 2016. What 
lies beyond - that will have to wait for 
our 2017 Inflation Report.

 · Finally, there have emerged several 
recent developments affecting the 
established benchmarking of both TV 
and Digital media investment. We have 
highlighted two critical and relatively 
recent trading developments – those of 
Trading Desks and Programmatic. Not 
entirely coincident, these share a num-
ber of features that might cause clients 
concern. Most importantly, benchmark-
ing these approaches to buying media 
is increasingly more demanding of data 
and expertise – effectively open only to 
the most rigorous of auditing methodol-
ogies, such as employed by ECI. 
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As for TV, the following updat-
ed predictions show us where 
we were, placed against where 
we believe the full year may 
now turn out:  

Having re-looked  
at TV we have  
also included  
our thoughts for 
digital investment. 

Country 2016 

Predicted in/deflation

Old 2016 

Predicted in/deflation

Thailand 10–11% 10%

India 12% 10%

China 5–8% 9%

Brazil 6–8% 3%

UAE 13% 3%

Mexico 6–8% 5%

Spain 5% 4%

Nordic 5% 4%

Australia 2% 4%

South Africa 3% 3%

USA 4–5% 3%

Germany 2–3% 3%

Switzerland 3% 3%

UK 1–2% 2%

France 1–2% 2%

Canada 2–3% 2%

Italy 0% 2%

Netherlands 0–1% 1%

Japan 0% 1%

Russia 0% 0%

Digital Summary
 · The general outlook follows the overall 

media investment trends. 
– It is a truism that clients invest first in 
media and then by medium. 
– NO INVESTMENT = No TV OR  
Digital.

 · Unsurprisingly, direction for both media 
tends to follow a common thread.

 · Regionally our thoughts have not al-
tered. In China lower optimism means 
that even Digital investment may not 
trend as high as previously thought. 

 · As highlighted in previous ECI investi-
gations, it is not just trading desks that 
potentially distort our reading of these 
market pricing. We find digital price mar-

gins can be very wide and don’t see any 
indicators of narrowing. It is clear, from 
tracking via our client data, that digital 
CPMs remain the most dynamic of any 
medium.   

 · However there are some differences 
medium to medium and some that we 
see emerging: 
– UAE which may well be experiencing 
strong price pressure in digital. 
– Thailand and India powering ahead 
with vigorous digital activity, thus strong-
er prices.
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At the half-way point of the year 2016, 
the data so far generally follows the trend 
predicted, with lower investment in most 
markets due to the troubles existing in 
the major economies. Muted investment is 
no crisis, but certainly in many instances 
implies softer media prices. For many ad-
vertisers there will be some troubling con-
clusions here, despite ECI’s reading of the 
media markets softening price pressure -  
increases are still the general trend. 
This is despite the fact that many other 
commodity prices are reducing. At the 
same time key financial indicators, such 

as interest rates in some markets, are ac-
tually trending negatively.

To see how the full year will eventu-
ally pan out we clearly have to wait for 
complete data, available at the year end. 
Clients can be confident that ECI will 
closely scrutinise how markets and trad-
ing methods are pushing pricing upwards.  

ECI, in its Annual Inflation Forecasts 
for 2017, will as always track the pre-
dictions against the reality – for 2016, a 
solid foundation, before making the 2017 
numbers formal. 

Overall.

The established ECI report 
structure is as follows: 

Each year we construct a compari-
son of the ECI predictions made for the 
out-going year. Our focus is on reconciling 
how these predictions have turned out 
compared with the year’s actual data. The 
lessons learned are always redeployed in 
the following cycle. No forecasting body 
can hope to identify changes with 100% 
accuracy. ECI has established a strong 
track record of accuracy and is openly 
transparent as follows.

The base data used in our predictions  
include:

 · The ECI International Office Network 
Client Database.

 · Information gleaned from International 
databases such as: WFA, RECMA etc., 
to which ECI is either a contributor or 
subscriber.

 · Industry trends, such as agency feed-
back on client investment direction.

 · Economic predictions derived via such 
organisations as OECD; IMF: World 
Bank; ECB etc. 

As a further service to clients we also 
provide a Mid-Year report, updating data 
where necessary.
 
Please note that in 2015/16 ECI has 
reported in more markets than ever, 
at 49 markets, covering for 2015 a 
global aggregate in excess of $29 
Billion/€26 Billion in advertising ex-
penditure.
    In 2016 we expect this aggregate 
spend to have eventually increased 
by up to 5%.



The digital landscape is changing; your 
media management strategy needs to 
change with it. But change can be a  
force for good: ECI, the market’s fastest 
growing global media management  
company, can help you make your media 
budget generate higher value, harnessing 
these changes.

Ours is a new breed of media auditing 
and performance management company. 
We are leading the charge when it comes 
to sophisticated media benchmarking  
services, delivering higher value, and 
making a media-led impact. Our approach 
to digital media is forensic and fact based, 
and we make use of world-class talent 
and proprietary technology to maximize 
your firm’s digital impact.

Today’s dynamic and fast-paced media 
landscape requires data-driven decision 
making, global experience and a firm 
grasp of innovative technologies.  
ECI offers all of these things, and more, 
from media auditing to KPI setting and 
management, and pitch consulting.

We operate across the Americas,  
Europe and Asia. Our clients are some  
of the world’s largest advertisers, and our 
network of owned offices and leading  
affiliates support them through high  
level media intelligence and rigorous 
benchmarking. Ultimately, we provide  
the in-sight, experience, and savvy that  
assists our clients in making sure that 
their advertising expenditure and agency 
relationships generate higher value.
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About ECI

C O N TAC T S
To speak to one of our senior  
management team about any of our  
services please contact: 

Fredrik Kinge 
CEO 
+46 (0)704 24 03 70 
fredrik.kinge@ecimm.com

Joakim Attack 
Chief Commercial Officer
+46 (0)705 46 68 06
joakim.attack@ecimm.com

Peter Kusoffsky
CEO North America 
+1 201 257 7856
peter.kusoffsky@ecimm.com

Stephanie Chastan
Senior VP Business Development North America 
+1 917 838 8170
stephanie.chastan@ecimm.com




